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NAVY PIER, CHICAGO

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
Edison’s early movie projector, Tesla’s alternating current,
Ferris’s ﬁrst massive steel wheel – we’ve come a long way
from the scientiﬁc and technological marvels that drew huge
crowds to Chicago for the 1893 Columbian Exposition.

WIRED Magazine is the first
word on how technology is
changing our world. WIRED
NextFest brings the magazine’s
pages to life.

This weekend, the historic city plays host to the 2nd annual
WIRED NextFest, an exposition that brings together innovations
from top scientists, researchers, and entrepreneurs. Created
for the kid in all of us, WIRED NextFest 2005 offers more than
100 exhibits about the future of exploration, entertainment,
transportation, health, communication, design, security,
and imagination. On the pages that follow, we’ve described
all the cool things you’ll see, touch, and in some cases
test-drive here at WIRED NextFest.
As always, we’d like to thank our sponsors, whose partnership
helped make this weekend possible. We are especially
delighted that GE is back again as the Presenting Sponsor
of WIRED NextFest.
Thanks for joining us, and be sure to take time to enjoy each
of our pavilions, panels, and performances.

Chris Anderson
Editor in Chief
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Vice President and Publisher
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MAIN STAGE

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 22

11:00 AM – 11:45 AM

8:00 PM
A night of NEXT MUSIC
curated by Jeff Tweedy.
The Vic Theatre
3145 North Shefﬁeld

SATURDAY / JUNE 25
9:00 AM – 6:00 PM
WIRED NextFest open to the public

ON MAIN STAGE
11:00 AM – 4:45 PM

FRIDAY
JUNE 24
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
EDUCATION DAY
WIRED NextFest open
to students, non-proﬁts
and press only

You’ve seen the WIRED NextFest
Pavilions and the vast array of exhibits
and inventions. Now meet the creative
minds behind the visions. WIRED
NextFest proudly presents these
pioneers of the 21st century in
a series of provocative discussions
and demonstrations.

FAST, FURIOUS, AND
AMPHIBIOUS: VEHICLES
OF THE FUTURE
Our personal vehicles have
always embodied our dreams
and aspirations for the future.
Whether it’s a hydrogen-powered
car, a world record-holding
electric bullet car, a personal
deep-sea explorer, a “bionic”
dolphin, or a sky car, visionaries
continue to find ways of turning
our dreams into realities. In this
presentation of innovative
vehicles tackling land, sea, and
sky, some of today’s boldest
designers and developers
discuss recent advances that
will shape the joyrides of the
21st century.

Participants:

SUNDAY
JUNE 26
9:00 AM – 6:00 PM
WIRED NextFest open
to the public
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Graham Hawkes
Founder, Hawkes Ocean
Technologies
Jenny Sopko
Co-Designer, Ohio State
University’s Buckeye Bullet
Larry Burns
VP, General Motors
Research and Development
and Strategic Planning
Paul Moller
Founder, President, CEO, and
Chairman, Moller International
Rob Innes
Founder, Innespace
Moderated by Adam Rogers
Senior Editor, WIRED Magazine

2:30 PM – 3:15 PM

4:00 PM – 4:45 PM

ROBOTS:
LIVE AND UNPLUGGED

RE-VISIONS OF
EXPLORATION

REBEL ROBOTS:
BREAKING THE MOLD

Robots enhance and protect
human endeavors in this round-up
of the world’s most innovative
robots, ranging from iRobot’s
Roomba and war bots like the
recon-duty PackBot EOD to
Korea’s new humanoid KHR-3
HUBO. Colin Angle, CEO of
iRobot, leads the discussion
with Segway creator Dean
Kamen, Sony’s Hiroaki Kitano,
robotics physicist Mark Tilden,
and Robotics Trends’ Dan Kara.
More sensory extension than
futuristic foe, the new generation
of bots are designed to take on
the dirty work.

Humans have always been
explorers. Five hundred years
after exploring the New World,
54 years after mapping the
Mariana Trench, and 18 months
after the landing of the Mars
Exploration Rovers, we continue
to feel the tug of the unknown
like an irresistible gravitational
force. Where will we go next?
When, and why? The new
frontiers, whether in the remote
regions of the sea or the solar
system, have the potential to
yield greater understanding of
the universe, our planet, and
ourselves. Three of the leading
minds in this new age of discovery
share their understanding of how
exploration will shape our future.

It’s goodbye HAL, hello Stinky,
with this collection of robot
designers discussing some of
their hippest, smartest, and
most MacGyver-esque creations.
Artist Matthias Gommel fleshes
out the specs on the two-armed
JukeBots, capable of auto-DJing
till dawn. Dave Hanson resurrects
Philip K. Dick with a speaking
android based on the sci-fi
author’s face and writings.
And members of Carl Hayden
High School’s Falcon Robotics
team explain how the $3,000
“Stinky” beat out MIT for top
honors in a national design
competition for remotely
operated underwater vehicles.

Participants:
Dan Kara
Cofounder and President,
Robotics Trends
Dean Kamen
Founder and President, DEKA
Research and Development
Corporation
Hiroaki Kitano
Director, Sony Computer
Science Laboratories
Mark Tilden
Robotics Physicist
and Designer, Robosapien
Moderated by Colin Angle
Cofounder and CEO, iRobot

Participants:
Dave Gallo
Director of Special Projects,
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
Graham Hawkes
Founder, Hawkes Ocean
Technologies
Jim Garvin
Chief Scientist, NASA
Moderated by Adam Rogers
Senior Editor, WIRED Magazine

Participants:

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Cristian Arcega and
Lorenzo Santillan
The Falcon Robotics Team,
Carl Hayden High School,
Phoenix, Arizona

David Hanson

CEO, Hanson Robotics Inc.

Matthias Gommel
Founder, RobotLab

Moderated by Adam Rogers
Senior Editor, WIRED Magazine
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FESTIVAL HALL A

GE IMAGINATION PAVILION

001_GEnx Engine Family
002_DaimlerChrysler AG Smart™
ForTwo Coupé with
GE Xenoy Resin
003_Mobile Solutions Center
004_HF118 Turbofan GE Honda
Aeroengines
005_GE’s House of Magic
006_Wind Turbine Nose Cone
007_Integrated Gasification
Combined-Cycle (IGCC)
Process
008_Water Scarcity Solutions
009_Residential Solar Power
010_GE90-115B Commercial
Jet Engine
011_Pedal Energy
012_Security Checkpoint of the Future
013_Transforming Healthcare
014_Kitchen of the Future
015_Hybrid Locomotive
016_Ecomagination

THE FUTURE OF EXPLORATION
017_Deep Flight 1 Submersible
018_Stinky
019_Cassini Space Probe
020_Mars Airplane
021_Personal Exploration Rovers
022_Prometheus Program
023_Robonaut
024_Solar Sail
025_Mars Suit
026_RoboLobster

THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION
027_Innespace Dolphin
028_GM AUTOnomy
029_Buckeye Bullet
030_Chevrolet Silverado
Fuel Cell Truck
031_Edgarville Airport
032_Segway Centaur
033_AMV-211 Aircraft
034_HALE Remotely Operated
Aircraft
035_Hummer H2H
036_GM HydroGen3
037_GM Hy-Wire
038_GM Sequel
039_Moller Skycar

The XEROX Thermal
Imaging Center
00 • WIRED NEXTFEST
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The Science Channel
Production Studio

THE FUTURE OF SECURITY
040_PackBot EOD
041_Future Force Warrior
042_Advanced Information
Architecture
043_Brain Fingerprinting
044_Cyber Warfare Integration
Network
045_Face Detection
046_ISP in the Sky
047_R-Gator
048_Full Spectrum Warrior
049_Killer Bee
050_PackBot Scout

The WIRED NextFest Store

033_AMV-211 Aircraft

010_GE90-115B Commercial
Jet Engine

011_Pedal Energy

EXHIBIT PLAN

LOCATED IN GATEWAY PARK

047_R-Gator

LOCATED IN COMPASS ROSE
036_GM HydroGen3

THE FUTURE OF HEALTH

051_Cloned Animals
052_CosmoBot and Mission Control
053_EarthBox
054_EEG Brain-Computer Interface
055_Insignia
056_Myoelectric Arm
057_Paro
058_SenseWear Armband
059_C-Leg System
060_Pebbles
061_VeinViewer
062_Power Assist Suit

THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT
063_PlayMotion!
064_Virsual – The Digital Rocking
Horse
065_Brainball
066_CirculaFloor
067_FogScreen
068_FPGameRunner
069_Full Body Games
070_Human Pac-Man
071_Juke Bots
072_Kick Ass Kung-Fu
073_Magic Land
074_Music Box
075_Panoscope 360º
076_Philip K. Dick Robot
077_Hypersonic Sound
078_Sound Flakes
079_Heliodisplay
080_BlowAway

THE FUTURE OF DESIGN

081_3D Display Cube
082_EAP Robotic Arm – VT
083_Energy Curtain
084_GelForce
085_KHR-3 HUBO
086_Urban Chameleon
087_Flower Lamp
088_Interactive Pillows
089_The Invisible Train
090_Lumisight Table
091_Musicbottles 2
092_Nomads and Nano-Materials
093_Optical Camouflage
094_Power-Aware Cord
095_SyncroSign Message Board
with SmartPaper
096_Tic-Tac-Textiles
097_Self-Healing Polymer
098_EAP Robotic Arm – ERI
099_Water-Soluble Golf Ball
100_Chroino

THE FUTURE OF COMMUNICATION
101_Motoglyph
102_Big Wall
103_Imagination Environment
104_Mobile Feelings
105_Synthecology
106_Verb for Shoe
107_AcceleGlove
108_Watson
109_Interactive One-Touch and
Dedicated Short-Range
Communications
110_MotoFuture Project
111_Video calling between OJO
and 3G handset
112_Seamless Mobility
113_Archeopresence
114_Everyday RF

TESTDRIVE

A_Dyson
B_Hilton Garden Inn
C_Segway of Chicago
D_Senseo
E_Saturn Sky
F_Sonos
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WIRED NEXTFEST
AND
THE IMAGINATION PAVILION

PRESENTED BY
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GE IMAGINATION
001

GENX ENGINE FAMILY
The newest airplane engines from GE will be
giving the next generation of jet propulsion
a jump start. Every component of these engines
has evolved from advanced research and
technologies proven in more than 60 years of jet
engine development. Featuring exotic materials
like powdered metal alloys and carbon fiber
composites, these engines are designed for the

long haul. With increased efficiency and
durability, they’ll be powering aircraft for the next
60 years. They’ll emit only 50 percent of the
exhaust emissions permitted under 2008 FAA
regulations, while consuming 15 percent less fuel
than the engines they replace. Designed for the
Boeing 7E7 and the Airbus A350, the GEnx is
coming soon to a tarmac near you – the first
complete engine will be tested in 2006, with full
certification scheduled for 2007.
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002

003

004

DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG
SMART ™ FORTWO COUPÉ
WITH GE XENOY* RESIN

MOBILE SOLUTIONS CENTER

HF118 TURBOFAN
GE HONDA AEROENGINES

A vehicle’s paint job can contribute to
tons of industrial air pollution each year.
GE shows the world a different way
with a European micro-compact draped
in GE’s own Xenoy resin paneling. Xenoy
is dent and scratch resistant, plus it
can be fabricated in different colors,
eliminating the noxious paints applied
to many plastic and sheet metal panels.
*Trademark of the General Electric
Company

Learn about VeriWise Asset Intelligence –
a GE breakthrough that brings the
latest in telematics technology to
the trucking industry. It gives a “brain”
and communication capability to
unsophisticated, remotely located
assets such as semi-trailers. Why is
it important? Over 3 million trailers
cruise North American roads each year
bringing goods to your favorite stores –
only 3 percent are equipped with a
“brain.” The more managers know
about their trailer shipment, the faster
“good stuff” gets to you.
Experience the Mobile Solutions
Center in Test Drive

The HF118 is the first in a family
of engine designs combining
Honda’s world-renowned expertise
in manufacturing, research, and
development and GE’s experience
in aerospace innovation and
certification. The HF118 comes
from some of the most innovative
people in the world and will deliver
a new standard in durability and
performance for light aircraft.

007

INTEGRATED GASIFICATION
COMBINED-CYCLE (IGCC)
PROCESS

GE’s IGCC “Cleaner Coal” process
emits less than half of the sulfur
dioxides, nitrogen oxides, mercury,
and particulate matter of a traditional
pulverized-coal plant, making the use
of coal for power significantly cleaner.
Plus, the process uses less water than
a traditional plant, strengthening the
environmental benefits of “Cleaner Coal.”

012

SECURITY CHECKPOINT
OF THE FUTURE

GE technology helps passengers
move quickly and safely through
security checkpoints. Today, GE’s
EntryScan® scans passengers for
traces of explosives. Tomorrow,
GE’s Shoe Scanner will detect
potential security threats while
your shoes stay on your feet!
Did you know that the Chicago
Police Department responds to
over 300,000 burglar alarms and
98% turn out to be false? GE’s new
intelligent video works like a human
brain to distinguish between people
and other objects helping law
enforcement officials respond to
the right emergencies.
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013

TRANSFORMING HEALTHCARE

In the future, doctors will use genetic
information and new medical technologies
to help them predict, diagnose, and
treat disease. Transforming Healthcare
features interactive displays like GE’s
Reading Room of the Future – combining
critical patient information with advanced
medical imaging – and breakthroughs
in miniaturization like GE’s Vividi,
a laptop computer–sized ultrasound
system that some call the stethoscope
of the future.

GE IMAGINATION

WIRED
NEXTFEST

006

005

GE’S HOUSE OF MAGIC

GE’s 2,500 scientists are exploring
the technologies that will shape
the world for the next 100 years.
With their unending curiosity and
passion for innovation, this global
team is creating breakthroughs in
molecular medicine, sustainable
energy, nanotechnology, advanced
propulsion, water preservation, and
security. On display will be the dreams
and visions of GE’s best scientists –
people who believe, “What we
imagine, we can make happen.”

008

009

010

WIND TURBINE NOSE CONE

Walk through this 17.5-foot-tall nose
cone of an open-sea wind turbine.
Plasma screens inside show live feeds
of turbines off the coast of Ireland.
Each turbine’s wingspan is the size
of a football field and generates
3.6 megawatts of electricity per year,
enough to power at least 1,000 homes.

011

PEDAL ENERGY

WATER SCARCITY SOLUTIONS

By 2025, nearly 50 percent of the
world’s population will live in waterstressed areas, according to the
World Meteorological Organization.
Today, GE is working on technology to
help solve the world’s water challenges.
GE’s Water Scarcity Solutions include
desalination, water reuse and recovery,
emergency and mobile water,
and conservation.

RESIDENTIAL SOLAR POWER

Utilizing GE’s wide range of solar
solutions, customers are able to generate
power from the sun with zero noise
pollution or air emissions. Solar energy:
another way that GE is helping
businesses and homeowners manage
their energy costs, while reducing
their dependence on fossil fuels.

GE90-115B
COMMERCIAL JET ENGINE

Alternative energy takes center stage
with this stationary bike display,
where participants can pedal to
produce up to 200 watts of energy.
Race as a computer tracks your
generative progress. A chart compares
your pedal power to that of GE’s
3.6-megawatt wind turbines and
other GE alternative energy sources.
Experience Pedal Energy
in Gateway Park

Standing 12 feet high and 24 feet
long, and weighing 20,000 pounds,
it’s the world’s most powerful jet
engine, generating the equivalent
of 145,000 horsepower. The GE90
enables today’s twin-engine aircraft
to fly farther, faster, and more
efficiently than ever before.
Experience the GE90 in Gateway Park

014

KITCHEN OF THE FUTURE

GE imagines the style and innovation
of the kitchen of tomorrow, where
anyone can do more than ever before.
Delicious meals take less time but
taste better. Fresh ingredients stay
fresh longer. Communications with
family and friends is easier yet more
meaningful. It’s an ergonomic suite
of appliances and lighting that save
energy, space, and time – the home’s
center for eating, entertaining, and
information. A concept of GE’s
ecomagination.

015

HYBRID LOCOMOTIVE

Applying the brakes on a 200-ton
locomotive releases a lot of energy –
energy that today is wasted in the
form of heat. GE engineers are
developing a hybrid locomotive that
will harness that energy and store it
in batteries for later use. The result?
A locomotive that uses up to 20 percent
less fuel and reduces emissions.
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THE FUTURE OF EXPLORATION PAVILION
AT WIRED NEXTFEST
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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DEEP FLIGHT 1 SUBMERSIBLE
DEEP FLIGHT

Redefining the seaplane, Deep Flight’s personal sub
flies underwater. Previous submersibles operate on a
principle as old as Archimedes, drawing water into
a ballast tank to dive and pumping it back out to
ascend. By contrast, the Deep Flight 1’s small inverted
wings, modeled after those on a fixed-wing aircraft,
provide “negative lift” that draws the sub downward

with no need for water displacement. The vehicle’s
thrusters can help speed its descent and bring it back
to the surface. “The difference between an ordinary
submersible and a Deep Flight is comparable to
the difference between a hot-air balloon and an
airplane,” says inventor and company co-owner
Graham Hawkes. Used for underwater filmmaking and
exploration, Deep Flight 1 can descend at speeds of
up to 300 feet per minute, ensuring minimum transit
time to the bottom and maximum time for exploration.

WIRED NEXTFEST • 11

018

STINKY

THE FALCON ROBOTICS TEAM
CARL HAYDEN HIGH SCHOOL
Four Arizona high schoolers from
Mexico beat out the brightest college
minds in underwater robotics
engineering last year. Check out
The Falcon Robotics Team’s awardwinning underwater robot creation,
“Stinky,” on display with explanations
by its builders and their teacher.
Stinky’s 3-foot-tall frame and series
of propellers, depth detectors,
underwater microphones, and
articulated pincer were made on a
shoestring budget that would make
MacGyver proud.

022

023

PROMETHEUS PROGRAM

ROBONAUT

NASA
Traveling to deep space takes more
than ordinary rocket fuel. NASA’s
solution: ion thrusters powered
by nuclear fission reactors, whose
extreme heat generates electricity.
If the rocketeers can harness the
atoms effectively, there will be
plenty of juice left over to power
some onboard gadgets, too.

025

MARS SUIT

NASA
Astronauts can’t wear just any old
thing to Mars. A trip to the Red
Planet requires garb that’s functional
in a partial-gravity environment, able
to withstand severe dust storms, and
flexible enough to ensure comfort
and mobility. Future space suits will
feature controls made of fabric and
a helmet with integrated display and
communications tech.
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NASA
Space walks are a cinch when you’re
silicon, so NASA and DARPA built a
human-sized robot named Robonaut
to undertake dangerous missions
like assembling the International
Space Station. Robo’s not in mass
production yet, but the latest advances
in his cutting-edge stereoscopic vision
and state-of-the-art fingers and arms
are on display in this exhibit.

019

020

021

CASSINI SPACE PROBE

MARS AIRPLANE

PERSONAL EXPLORATION
ROVERS

NASA
For the next three years, Cassini,
the first spacecraft to enter Saturn’s
orbit, will collect and beam back data
on the planet’s temperature, structure,
and chemical composition. The probe,
on exhibit in miniature, and its 12
sensing instruments will also pay
close attention to Saturn’s array of
moons, including Titan, which may
have an atmosphere similar to the
one Earth had before life began.

NASA
Rovers and satellites tell only part
of the Red Planet’s story. The ARES
(Aerial Regional-scale Environmental
Survey) aircraft employs a “flying wing”
design and is programmed to operate
autonomously in the thin atmosphere
of Mars. The foldable craft will take
pictures, measure magnetism, and
sniff Mars’s harsh air years before
humans touch down.

EXPLORATION

WIRED
NEXTFEST

NASA
Ever wanted to command a Mars
rover? These minirovers are great
training wheels. Teched out with
cameras, optical range finders,
and onboard CPUs, the foot-tall
bots can find and test rocks within
the “Mars yards” that re-create
the terrain of the Red Planet.

024

SOLAR SAIL

NASA
See what’ll be flying to the moon
and back without fuel in this exhibit
of NASA’s new solar sail. This huge,
super-thin golden sail measures
hundreds of square feet across, yet
is 100 times thinner than paper and
capable of riding streams of sunlight
to other worlds. Mars, ho!

026

ROBOLOBSTER

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
If not for the telltale wires and hefty
DARPA funding, the RoboLobster
could be mistaken for the real thing.
It is amphibious, has claws, and
can maintain traction in heavy surf.
Real crustaceans, however, take little
interest in espionage or detonating
mines in war zones; RoboLobsters
think of little else.
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THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION PAVILION
AT WIRED NEXTFEST
SPONSORED BY
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INNESPACE DOLPHIN

DOLPHIN : IAN WHIT E

INNESPACE

What do you get when you mash up Flipper with a Jet
Ski? A prototype craft that can skip across, dive into,
and cruise through open water the way dolphins do.
The latest model, a two-seater, performs like a star at
SeaWorld, maneuvering at 40 mph on the surface and
20 mph below. Unlike conventional submersibles, this
positively buoyant vessel uses forward momentum and

downward-lift wings to “fly” below the surface for brief
dives, providing an unparalleled level of performance.
The Dolphin grew out of Thomas Rowe’s 1970s designs
for speedy boat/sub combos he calls variable-altitude
submersible hydrofoils. Working with Rowe, Innespace
hopes the Dolphin will lead to a VASH on every dock.
“We’d like to get other teams out there competing with
their own designs,” says company cofounder Rob Innes,
who thinks DIY watercraft could someday be shipped
and sold like kit-built airplanes.

WIRED NEXTFEST • 15

033

AMV-211

AMV AIRCRAFT
When this prototype two-seater plane
finally gets off the ground, it will be
thanks to a huge fan stowed beneath
its wings. The fan will first supply the
downward thrust for a vertical takeoff
and later become the engine for
horizontal flight, as the entire aircraft
tilts and the wings provide lift. Ultimately,
it could make the dream of a personal
Harrier more than just hot air.
Experience AMV-211 in Gateway Park

028

029

030

GM AUTONOMY

BUCKEYE BULLET

CHEVROLET SILVERADO
FUEL CELL TRUCK

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
AUTOnomy virtually reinvents the
automobile: It’s the first concept
vehicle ever designed entirely around
a hydrogen fuel cell engine and driveby-wire technology, which allows
steering, braking, and other vehicle
systems to be controlled electronically
rather than mechanically. With all of
its propulsion and control systems
contained within a six-inch-thick
skateboard-like chassis, drivers can
sit wherever they’re comfortable.
This all-in-one universal chassis comes
ready for manufacturers to snap on
whatever body your lifestyle requires,
be it SUV, sports car, or minivan.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
It looks more rocket ship than race
car, but with a top speed of 321 mph,
the Buckeye Bullet landspeeder is
the fastest electric ride on the road.
Designed and built entirely by Ohio
State engineering students, the mean,
green-friendly machine is powered
by a 500-horsepower electric traction
motor and carries more than 1,000
batteries on board.
Experience Buckeye Bullet
in the Entrance

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
General Motors Corporation and the
US Army have partnered to introduce
the world’s first fuel cell–powered truck
into US military service. The modified
Chevrolet Silverado is equipped with
two 94 kW fuel cell stacks, capable of
generating up to 317 foot-pounds of
torque for acceleration comparable
to that of a conventional V-8 engine.

034

HALE REMOTELY OPERATED
AIRCRAFT

NASA
Talk about a long-distance flight.
NASA’s remotely operated HighAltitude, Long-Endurance aircraft
are designed to cruise at 60,000 feet
for at least a week and potentially
months without refueling, all the while
carrying a payload of more than 400
pounds. They can be used to follow
threatening weather patterns or
monitor particular longitudes.
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SEGWAY CENTAUR

SEGWAY
The Segway goes off-road. The new
Centaur keeps the original scooter’s guts
(gyroscopic balancing) and adds speed
(up to 20 mph) and maneuverability
(the rear-wheel motors adjust 100 times
per second). And when you come to
a bump or a boulder, just lift the front
tires, shift your weight, and navigate
the tricky bits by standing up and
riding on two wheels.

EDGARVILLE AIRPORT

NASA
Take a guided tour through a 180degree, three-dimensional immersive
environment, with an interactive
display that explains how America’s
air traffic is managed. Developed by
NASA’s Airspace Systems Program,
Edgarville stars real air traffic controllers
nicknamed Edgar, Jane, and Laura
in QuickTime movies that describe
how ASP is revolutionizing air traffic
management.

035

036

037

038

HUMMER H2H

GM HYDROGEN3

GM HY-WIRE

GM SEQUEL

SKYCAR: IAN WHIT E

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
It’s a Hummer that runs on hydrogen.
Pop the hood on the supercharged
6-liter Vortec V-8 engine, then check
out the 350-bar fuel system that
carries 15 pounds of compressed
hydrogen in three lightweight carbonfiber tanks, for a range of 60 miles.
DVD player and Ultrasuede interior
included.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
GM’s HydroGen3 is based on the
Zafira, a popular five-passenger
vehicle from GM’s Opel division
in Germany. All of the HydroGen3’s
steering, acceleration, braking,
and transmission controls have been
modified to work in a vehicle that
uses an electric propulsion system.
The conventional internal combustion
engine has been replaced with fuel
cell stacks and other electrical
components. The end product is
a traditional driving experience in
a vehicle that emits only pure water.
The HydroGen3 has passed rigorous
endurance and temperature tests
in a variety of environments in all
corners of the earth.
Experience GM’s Hydrogen3 in
the Compass Rose

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
GM builds on the AUTOnomy concept
with another fuel cell–powered,
drive-by-wire concept vehicle designed
to replace the conventional sedan.
The Hy-Wire contains all of its propulsion
and control systems in an 11-inch-thick
chassis, freeing up oodles of interior
space for cargo and people. There is no
engine to see over, no pedals to operate
– merely a single module called the
driver control unit that is easily set to
either a left or right driving position.
Drivers accelerate by gently twisting
either the right or left handgrip, and
brake by squeezing a brake actuator
also located on the handgrip.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
The fuel cell–powered, advancedtechnology Sequel builds on GM’s
AUTOnomy and Hy-Wire concepts,
using an 11-inch-thick chassis that
combines the fuel cell, hydrogen tanks,
electric motor, by-wire technology,
and a lithium-ion battery. It is also the
first fuel cell vehicle to achieve a range
of 300 miles, and goes from 0 to
60 mph in less than 10 seconds.

039

MOLLER SKYCAR

MOLLER INTERNATIONAL
You may never have to wait in traffic
again. The Skycar aims to let drivers lift
off vertically from the highway and speed
away from fellow commuters at 350 mph.
The first FAA-certified models, powered
by alcohol, are expected to be publicly
available by 2009.
WIRED NEXTFEST • 17
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PACKBOT EOD
IROBOT

Imagine a crane-based arcade game with a 300X-zoom
laser sight and a rotating claw so sensitive it can pick up
pennies. Now give it a 6.5-foot reach and independent
motion. The PackBot EOD is designed to keep SWAT
teams and soldiers out of harm’s way while it dismantles
bombs or investigates hazardous territory. A hair-raising
mission like probing the depths of a collapsed building

is a cakewalk for the 53-pound bot, whose nimble claw
is supplemented by a set of rotating flippers and flexible
tracks that help the EOD climb over piles of rubble.
Eight separate payload bays hold interchangeable
modules that can sense chemicals, record audio and
video, and detect mines. And this PackBot’s no stranger
to slogging through mud or snow: Its tracks eject sludge
so they won’t get bogged down.
Experience Packbot EOD in Robot Row
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042

041

FUTURE FORCE WARRIOR

US ARMY
NATICK SOLDIER CENTER
The Future Force military suit comes fully
loaded. It packs head-to-toe bulletproof
armor, chemical-detecting sensors, wireless
intranet communications, a power system
that lasts 24 hours between charges,
and a 1-inch hi-def eyepiece that allows
soldiers to see wirelessly relayed info.
All that, and it’s breathable and lightweight too.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
The disparate computers of the Internet
talk to each other using a common
language. Northrop brings that language
to the disparate computers of the
battlefield with the company’s new
Advanced Information Architecture,
connecting troops, unmanned aerial
vehicles, and commanders in one
integrated system.

046

047

ISP IN THE SKY

R-GATOR

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
Getting 50 PCs–worth of reconnaissance
photos from an unmanned aerial
vehicle in a war zone requires Northrop’s
“Internet in the Sky,” an informationon-demand tool that turns UAVs into
networked servers sending wireless
data feeds. Watch and learn as troops
consult a rugged PDA linked to real-time
pics from the circling recon robot.
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ADVANCED INFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE

IROBOT AND JOHN DEERE
Equipped with laser, video, and GPS
capability, this unmanned all-terrain
vehicle handles some of the most
hazardous soldiering tasks, including
perimeter sweeps and cave inspections.
But it’s not above the mundane either:
After completing a risky mission, R-Gator
happily lugs standard-issue gear from
point A to point B.
Experience R-Gator in Gateway Park
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044

045

BRAIN FINGERPRINTING

CYBER WARFARE
INTEGRATION NETWORK

FACE DETECTION

BRAIN FINGERPRINTING
LABORATORIES
Lie detectors are so 20th-century.
The latest electrode-studded headpiece
to hit intelligence and law enforcement
records brain wave activity, producing
a response when the wearer views an
image they’ve seen before. Such brain
fingerprinting has been proven to reveal
witnesses to a crime and possible perps.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
It can take hours after a terrorist threat
is detected for the US military to respond
effectively. With the Cyber Warfare
Integration Network, commanders plan
operations for a given battlefield so they
can react faster when disaster strikes.
The network combines airborne and
space-based reconnaissance sensors
and aircraft simulations in current
conditions with a “God’s-eye” point
of view on three 50-foot screens.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
RESEARCH LABS
Want to know who’s been lurking
outside? MERL’s software scans
security video at a rate of 15 frames
a second (that’s more than 10 times
faster than any other app) to identify
trespassers, then determines their
race and gender. The software works
by homing in on a specific set of
facial features, like the difference in
color between the eyes and cheeks,
a technique that’s been proved
80 percent accurate.

048

FULL SPECTRUM WARRIOR

049

US ARMY
Peek into the day-to-day operations
of America’s military with this formerly
classified real-time combat strategy
simulator for the Xbox. Command
combat squads on reconnaissance,
search and destroy, and other missions
in a diverse terrain loaded with dug-in
foes. Never firing a gun, you use
strategy and real-world tactics to
control operations and protect life.

KILLER BEE

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
The Killer Bee aircraft looks like the love
child of a B-2 bomber and a race car;
that makes sense, given that a materials
supplier for Nascar helped to design it.
Small and lithe, with a wingspan of 6 feet,
the unmanned craft can fly surveillance
missions for 20 hours at a stretch.

050

PACKBOT SCOUT

IROBOT
Technology saves American lives in this
exhibit featuring a rugged, lightweight
battle-tested robot. The 40-pound,
8-inch-tall PackBot Scout – one of several
models from iRobot – can withstand up
to 400 Gs of explosive force as it checks
out unknown terrain for snipers, mines,
and other threats, relaying the info back
to base via a digital communication feed.
Experience PackBot Scout
in Robot Row
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CLONED ANIMALS

POL ARIS

GENETIC SAVINGS & CLONE
Animal lovers used to have little recourse when
their beloved pets died. Now, with a paw-sized piece
of tissue and $32,000, the bereaved can replicate
their deceased feline friends. California startup
GSC’s licensed chromatin transfer has a much
higher success rate than the older nuclear transfer
(the method used to clone Dolly the sheep).

It condenses a donor’s genetic material and extracts
it from the nucleus before placing it inside the egg.
Pet owners insist the end result is worth the
investment. “A cloned pet is like a later-born
identical twin,” says Lou Hawthorne, the company’s
CEO and owner of two cloned cats. “Folks who have
received clones say the resemblance is striking.”
Thrilled canine owners won’t be far behind;
GSC expects to start cloning dogs later this year.
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052

COSMOBOT AND MISSION
CONTROL

ANTHROTRONIX
Roll over, Aibo. CosmoBot walks
on two feet and responds to remote
control, voice commands, and body
movements (via wearable sensors).
It’s got the heart of a Pocket PC
and Linux blood running through its
system, and it helps children with
disabilities explore and manipulate
their environments.

056

057

058

MYOELECTRIC ARM

PARO

SENSEWEAR ARMBAND

OTTO BOCK
Patients use their own muscle power
to operate this unique artificial limb.
When they contract muscles adjacent
to the prosthesis, electrodes detect
the voltage this tiny motion generates.
The voltage bursts signal the arm to
perform an assortment of fine motor
tasks – users can bend the elbow,
for instance, or strengthen and loosen
the hand’s grip.

JAPAN’S NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE
& TECHNOLOGY
Sure, robots will one day be our
masters. But they can still make you
feel warm and fuzzy. Sensors and
actuators inside Paro, a bot modeled
after a baby harp seal, allow it to
move and respond to stimuli, such
as brushing its fur. Keeping Paro as a
pet has reduced anxiety in the elderly.

060

PEBBLES

TELBOTICS
Getting sick no longer guarantees
students a get-out-of-school-free card.
A kid-sized teleconferencing robot named
Pebbles can attend class for the afflicted.
From bed, the child uses a joystick to
swivel the robot’s head and raise its hand
in response to the teacher and other
students. The system is in place in major
hospitals and classrooms around the
country, though its note-passing system
is still in beta.
Experience Pebbles in the Health
Pavilion and Robot Row
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BODYMEDIA AND LIGHTSPACE
This isn’t your average heart rate
monitor. The SenseWear Armband
has the aesthetics of an iPod and the
brawn of a Power Mac. Its dual-axis
accelerometers and skin conductivity
sensors collect and store data like
calories burned and body temperature
for two weeks straight. Try to keep
pace with that.

053

054

055

EARTHBOX

EEG BRAIN-COMPUTER
INTERFACE

INSIGNIA

GROWING CONNECTIONS
Vitamins that grow themselves:
The 2.5-foot-long EarthBox garden
with built-in water reservoir and
nutrient band is self-watering
and self-fertilizing.

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY’S
BRAINLAB
Georgia State’s BrainLab points the way
toward next-generation think-tech with an
Electroencephalographic Brain-Computer
Interface (BCI). Among the many
possible applications, BCI technology
offers the hope of improving quality of
life for severely disabled people. Watch
neuronauts strap on the headband and
use their brain waves to spell words or
move in 2-D.

HEALTH
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HANGER PROSTHETICS &
ORTHOTICS
Imagine an artificial arm or leg that’s like
part of your body – literally. The Insignia
system combines computer-aided
design, laser sighting, and motion
tracking to scan a patient’s residual
limbs, collecting the visual information
needed to create a customized prosthesis.
The portable equipment fits in a
backpack-sized case, allowing clinicians
to scan patients confined to bed and
babies in their parents’ arms.

059

C-LEG SYSTEM

OTTO BOCK
Prosthetics go bionic. The C-Leg’s
microprocessor crunches data from
internal sensors that measure angle
and force 50 times per second then
adjusts the limb as the wearer moves
to keep motion fluid. The knee’s
stability makes it easy to negotiate
uneven terrain.

061

062

POWER ASSIST SUIT

C-LE G: IAN WHITE

VEINVIEWER

LUMINETX
If you’ve ever been jabbed repeatedly
by an inexperienced med tech,
you’ll appreciate this device, which
makes inserting an IV as easy as
connect-the-dots. VeinViewer’s
adjustable head bathes the puncture
location in infrared light, allowing a
video camera to see the veins beneath
the skin. A computer then processes
the images and projects them onto the
skin, clearly showing the veins’ location.

KANAGAWA INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
Nurses in Japan dig the Power Assist.
Its compressed-air lifting action helps
them transfer patients from one bed
to another. The suit, which calculates
how much air to release based on
sensors taped to the wearer’s muscles,
has other applications, too, like the
heavy-lifting tasks performed by
soldiers, construction workers, and
longshoremen. Keg curls, anyone?
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PLAYMOTION!

PLAYMOTION LLC
Remember playtime? PlayMotion! from inventor
Greg Roberts rekindles the notion with the help
of motion sensors and a video projector hooked
up to a videogame graphics engine. PlayMotion!
bathes a huge wall or floor in shimmering,
interactive color and light. Become the first
human screensaver in the world by stepping

in front of the projected light and letting
PlayMotion! sense your body and change the
light to react to you. Orchestrate your own dazzling
neon light shows for hundreds of friends using
dance moves and cartwheels, all without the
need for clumsy goggles, gloves, helmets,
or markers.
Experience PlayMotion! in The PlayGround
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065

064

VIRSUAL – THE DIGITAL
ROCKING HORSE

ENESS
Saddle up! This yellow plastic rocking
horse is actually a wireless videogame
controller. Motion sensors track
your speed, and the faster you rock,
the faster the game’s scenes scroll by.
Steer by turning your steed’s head.
Experience Virsual
in The PlayGround

BRAINBALL

INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
Relax, it’s just a game, and in Brainball
the less aggressive person wins.
Players wear headbands that monitor
the alpha and theta waves their
brains generate when they’re calm.
A computer converts these signals into
energy that moves a ball across the
table. Stay mellow to gain control and
drive the ball into your opponent’s goal.

070

071

072

073

HUMAN PAC-MAN

JUKE BOTS

KICK ASS KUNG-FU

MAGIC LAND

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
SINGAPORE’S MIXED REALITY LAB
Don VR goggles and a backpack
equipped with wireless networking,
motion sensors, and GPS to superimpose Pac-Man game elements on
your physical surroundings. Fellow
players are turned into enemy ghosts,
and the area around you is lined with
virtual pellets that you gobble up to
score points.
Experience Human Pac-Man
in The PlayGround

ROBOTLAB
This techno DJ can rock the party
all night long without the help of
designer drugs. Juke Bots are two giant
mechanical arms that select and spin
vinyl records. They’re programmed
to perform scratch compositions with
robotic precision and can go head
to head with the best warm-blooded
mixmasters around.
Experience Juke Bots in Robot Row

ANIMAATIOKONE INDUSTRIES
Mortal Kombat is missing a major
character: you. Kick Ass Kung-Fu
remedies this script error with a camera,
software, screens, and your body
– inserting you and any weapons you
bring into a side-scrolling fighting
game. Punch, kick, summersault,
and back-flip through a fully
immersive, multiplayer battle
at this live demonstration.
Experience Kick Ass Kung-Fu
in The PlayGround

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
SINGAPORE’S MIXED REALITY LAB
Make a mini-you for virtual reality
gameplay. A group of cameras scans
your entire body, and graphics software
turns the resulting image into a 3-D
avatar. Your tiny twin is then placed
into a world of fire-breathing dragons
and spell-casting witches.
Experience Magic Land
in The PlayGround
078

077

HYPERSONIC SOUND

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION
Hypersonic Sound is like a laser beam
of audio. Its special emitter focuses
the direction of sound so precisely,
only the intended recipient can hear
it. Potential applications include the
ability to project a film’s dialogue in
different languages to different viewers
in the same row of the theater.
Experience Hypersonic Sound
in The Portal
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SOUND FLAKES

TOKYO DENKI UNIVERSITY
Use a set of rainbow-colored faucets
to control sound and light projections
in the large water basin below. Turn on
the tap, and sounds seem to “drip”
into the basin and float like multicolored snowflakes. The sound flakes
and drips are interactive – stir or scoop
them up with the included ladle.
Experience Sound Flakes
in The PlayGround

066

067

068

069

CIRCULAFLOOR

FOGSCREEN

FPGAMERUNNER

FULL BODY GAMES

074

075

076

MUSIC BOX

PANOSCOPE 360º

PHILIP K. DICK ROBOT

UNIVERSITY OF TSUKUBA
Use this set of moving floor pads
to enhance your virtual-reality
gaming experience. As you walk on
CirculaFloor, wireless sensors measure
the motion of your feet, causing the
pads to move in the opposite direction.
The result is that your real-world
position remains fixed while you move
freely throughout the virtual world.

PLAY MUSIC BOX
This souped-up music box replaces
the traditional metal pins and tines
with 576 LEDs and 16 photosensors.
Use a mouse to draw a pattern in a
computer program that lights up corresponding LEDs on the box’s wooden
cylinder. Turn the crank, and the
photosensors pick up your pattern,
triggering chimes and playing a tune.
079

HELIODISPLAY

IO2 TECHNOLOGY
Who needs a screen to watch video?
Connect the Heliodisplay projector
to any standard video source – from
your DVD player to your Xbox – and
view images in free space. The
device takes in air, adds microscopic
particles, then expels and illuminates
a cloud of dust to display images over
a 15-inch field. You can even use
your finger to move and manipulate
the projections.

FOGSCREEN INC.
In this walk-through exhibit, pictures
are projected onto an ultrafine vapor
“screen.” The fog is dry to the touch.
The FogScreen displays images
from any standard projector, and
its laminar, or turbulence-resistant,
airflow fixes its shape, so images
are undisturbed by foot traffic.
Experience FogScreen in The Portal

UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
This interactive, panoramic display
makes IMAX look flat. The bowlshaped screen uses a projector with
a hemispheric lens to immerse you
in multimedia. A joystick at the center
of the Panoscope lets you control
sound and graphical pattern projections.
Experience Panoscope 360°
in the Main Stage Area

GAMERUNNER
Plug this treadmill into your PC via USB
and take the action to a whole new
level, on and off the screen. Aim the
FPGameRunner’s handlebars to
manipulate the mouse and walk
(or run) to control the game’s pace.
And you can keep your favorite key
combinations: The configuration of
triggers and buttons is at your discretion.

ENTERTAINMENT
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FEEDTANK
Digital dodgeball, anyone?
Your body is the controller in this trio
of videogames. As a camera films
you, a projector places your silhouette
into the action on a screen in front
of you. Your movements affect the
action; to score, swat away colored
blocks and avoid flying objects.

HANSON ROBOTICS, FEDEX
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
AT UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
AND UT-ARLINGTON ARRI
Do androids dream of electric sheep?
Now you can ask P. K. Dick himself.
This bust uses 36 servomotors and
a polymer that moves like human
skin to mimic the sci-fi legend’s facial
expressions. Artificial intelligence and
speech software enable it to carry on
complex conversations, using a model
of the author’s mind extracted from
his writings.
Experience the Philip K. Dick Robot
in Robot Row

080

BLOWAWAY

DUBLIN CITY UNIVERSITY
Blowhards, unite! In this videogame,
players exhale into custom-designed
breath sensors to steer a hot-air
balloon away from danger and toward
prizes. The harder you blow into the
controller, the more influence you
have over the direction of the balloon.
Experience BlowAway
in The PlayGround
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3D DISPLAY CUBE
JAMES CLAR

Milan Triennial exhibitor and visual display
systems expert James Clar explodes conventional
two-dimensional displays with a custom-built
device featuring 1,000 individually controlled
LEDs soldered into a freestanding matrix.
The red LEDs take up a cubic foot of space and
can be programmed to represent all manner
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of objects in three dimensions. Planes descend
on a flight path, DNA spins endlessly, electrons
swirl around LED-lit nuclei. Moreover, the Cube
can react to the world in real time via a serial
data input, which can be used to link the art
installation to audio or video syncs.

082

083

084

EAP ROBOTIC ARM

ENERGY CURTAIN

GELFORCE

VIRGINIA TECH
Go mano-a-mano with this arm-wrestling
robot. Its muscles are made of electroactive
polymers (EAP), plastics that change
shape when activated by chemicals
or electricity, and its skeleton is a resin
composite attached to an aluminum base.

INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
Block out too-bright sunlight to keep
your home cool – and keep the party
glowing all night long. Made from
a special fabric embedded with solar
cells and light-emitting materials,
the Energy Curtain window shade
soaks up sun during the day and uses
the collected solar energy to power
a stellar light show at night.
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UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
Cyborgs tend to be more fumblefingered than their human counterparts,
but the GelForce elastic touchpad
could change that. Its embedded
sensors detect how forces exerted on
the outside of the pad are distributed
below the surface. When GelForce
pads are applied to a robotic hand,
this detailed information allows the
bot to perform manipulation tasks
with improved dexterity.

085

KHR-3 HUBO

KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
This humanoid from Korea is equipped
with state-of-the-art voice recognition
and vision-tracking software plus an
unprecedented 41 joints. HUBO can
walk fluidly and move each finger
individually, a robot first. It’s even
Web-connected, so it can download
data on the fly.
Experience KHR-3 HUBO in Robot Row

086

HU BO: HYUN KWAN WO OK

URBAN CHAMELEON

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN,
TRINITY COLLEGE
If ring colors can betray your mood,
why not clothes? These skirts are
equipped with microphones and
sensors that measure environmental
stimuli. Thermochromic inks and
miniature motors in the fabric cause
the garments to change patterns and
shapes according to temperature,
noise, and air pollution levels.
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088

INTERACTIVE PILLOWS

INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
Bridge the gap in your long-distance
romance with this pair of communicators
that redefine pillow talk. Each cushion
is woven with electroluminescent wire
and linked wirelessly to the Web. Touch,
hug, or lean on your pillow, and its
counterpart glows, no matter where
it’s located.

FLOWER LAMP

INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
Usually it’s easy to flip on the lights and
crank the stereo without considering
how much power you’re draining, but
the Flower Lamp’s design promotes
awareness. Its metallic petals won’t
open unless energy consumption
in a household is consistently low.
Encourage family members to cut
back, and be rewarded by a stunning
illuminated bloom.

092

093

094

NOMADS AND NANO-MATERIALS

OPTICAL CAMOUFLAGE

POWER-AWARE CORD

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Stay off the grid and on the go with
these energy-producing textiles.
Nomads and Nano-Materials are fabrics
containing solar cells, electronic
circuits, and polymer batteries that
enable them to generate and store
their own electricity. Think: garments
that double as a wearable power
source, and folding stools that create
their own reading light.
Experience Nomads and Nano-Materials
in the Main Stage Area

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
Want to blend in? In Optical Camouflage,
a subject dons a coat covered with
retroreflective material. A video camera
records everything that’s behind the
person, while a projector beams the
image onto the jacket, making it and
the wearer appear invisible. Could
the trickery be any more transparent?

097

SELF-HEALING POLYMER

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
Sure, your iPod is sleek, until you drop
it and ding the case. Scientists imagine
a future in which portable devices are
housed in plastic that repairs itself like
skin. Embedded microcapsules release
a liquid agent that hardens to repair
cuts and cracks automatically. A similar
approach could someday be used for
brittle materials like ceramic and glass,
offering hope for the family china.
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INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
You need to jam yet another transformer
into an overcrowded outlet, but how
can you be sure you won’t blow
a fuse? The Power-Aware power strip
makes it obvious when you’re using
too much juice – its cord emits
a blue glow that grows more or less
intense depending on current levels
of electricity use.

098

EAP ROBOTIC ARM

ENVIRONMENTAL ROBOTS
It’s not quite as strong as a real arm,
but this electroactive polymer (EAP)
limb has proven that artificial plastic
muscles, which expand and flex in
response to electrical input, are almost
ready for human use. The limb-bot
isn’t yet invincible, though: A high
school girl emerged triumphant in
an arm-wrestling showdown with it
last spring.
N OMADS: KVA

087

089

090

091

THE INVISIBLE TRAIN

LUMISIGHT TABLE

MUSICBOTTLES 2

095

096

SYNCROSIGN MESSAGE
BOARD WITH SMARTPAPER

TIC-TAC-TEXTILES

VIENNA UNIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY
Play with PDAs and model trains at
the same time. While the camera on
each conductor’s handheld grabs an
image of an actual toy track, a graphics
engine superimposes virtual trains
onto it. Because the train isn’t really
riding the rails, players have to steer
with their styluses.

GYRICON
This prototype “paper” beats the
pulp out of wood fiber. The flexible
screen is made of two thin plastic
sheets embedded with millions of
tiny wax beads. When an electrical
charge is applied, the beads move
to form alphanumeric characters.
Users can change the message via
Wi-Fi, wireless RF interface, or wired
Ethernet port.
Experience Syncrosign Message
Board in the Xerox Lounge

NTT COMMUNICATION SCIENCE
LABORATORIES
This touch-sensitive tabletop uses
cameras and motion sensors to
capture users’ gestures, then projects
a different image to each of four viewers
sitting around a single shared screen.
It can be used for videogame versions
of poker and chess, as well as networked
design apps.

MIT MEDIA LAB’S
TANGIBLE MEDIA GROUP
In this interactive art exhibit, you remix
music tracks by corking and uncorking
glass bottles. Electromagnetic tags
inside each vessel react when a top
is removed or replaced, allowing you
to make beautiful music even if you
don’t know how to play an instrument.

INTERACTIVE INSTITUTE
Hot coffee meets heated competition.
The cool part: Heat sensors in two
fabric placemats let you play tic-tac-toe
at a distance. When you set down
your cup of joe on a nine-square grid,
a wireless Web connection sends
the thermal data to your opponent’s
place mat.

099

100

WATER-SOLUBLE GOLF BALL

CHROINO

ECO GOLF
Long banned from polluting the ocean
with plastic, the Navy and Coast Guard
have returned to yelling Fore! on the
foredeck with the Eco Golf Ball. Work
on your swing at this demonstration
featuring Eco Golf’s signature product,
a golf ball that degrades into fish food
a day after being hit into the water.
Go green, even on the green.
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KYOTO UNIVERSITY’S
ROBO GARAGE
A good way to distinguish humanoids
from humans is to watch them walk;
stiff knees give mechamen away
every time. So Robo Garage tackled
the joint problem and gave Chroino
a flexible carbon-plastic exoskeleton.
Additional technology helps the bot
maintain an even center of gravity.
The result? A smooth, natural gait.
Experience Chroino in Robot Row
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MOTOGLYPH

DIGIT AND MOTOROLA
Pick up a can of digital spray paint, unleash
your inner Basquiat, and produce art and music
simultaneously. The can’s infrared and ultrasonic
sensors track whatever you draw on a set of glass
panels and transmit the information to a projection
system, which displays your drawing in 256 colors
of light. As you doodle, special software translates

your movements into digital melodies: When you
add a stroke, a new track is layered into the mix,
and when you move the can from side to side,
hip-hop beats fade in and out. Your tag and the
resulting tune are stored at MotoGlyph’s Web site,
and you can sign in to download them to your cell
phone for use as wallpaper or an MP3 ring tone.
But don’t shake the can too much – the hardware
inside isn’t designed to be jostled.
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103

104

BIG WALL

IMAGINATION ENVIRONMENT

MOBILE FEELINGS

ACCENTURE
A giant touch-sensitive screen provides
a next-generation control platform for
military operations. Unlike traditional
non-interactive displays, this scalable
nerve center zooms in on specific
elements of a battlefield, accesses
data, and executes orders with the wave
of a hand. Better IT means fewer lives
lost and less collateral damage.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
A keyword is worth a thousand
pictures. In this exhibit, software
plucks text from a TV broadcast’s
closed-caption stream and searches
the Web for related images. The most
commonly linked-to pics are then
shown on eight computer monitors.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED MEDIA
ARTS & SCIENCES
Send your friends tactile messages
with these “organic” cell phones.
Tiny biosensors embedded in the
gourd-shaped handsets register your
pulse and scent. Actuators translate
the information into physical sensations,
such as vibrations and air gusts,
which can be sent to others when
you place a call.

108
107

ACCELEGLOVE

GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
You don’t have to know how to sign
to communicate with the deaf.
AcceleGlove translates the American
Sign Language alphabet and more
than 200 common signs into electronic
text and speech. The leather glove is
equipped with sensors that capture
hand movements and send them
to a PC for processing and display.

WATSON

112

SEAMLESS MOBILITY

MOTOROLA
Stay connected, no matter where you
go. Motorola’s latest product prototypes
include a wireless webcam that links
to a handset so you can watch your
home or office from afar. It’s also a
cell phone with videoconferencing
capabilities, and a car monitor that
automatically schedules maintenance
appointments when your ride needs
a tune-up.
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INTELLEXT
This desktop software is like super-Google.
It constantly scans the document
you’re working on and calls up
contextual search results based on
its content. Like traditional search
applications, Watson uses keywords
to gather information from the Web,
as well as from sources like corporate
databases and real-time financial
news streams.

113

ARCHEOPRESENCE

GRASP LAB
Why go to a museum to look at
archaeological findings when you
can join the archaeologists in action
through telepresence? The system
is designed to add virtual object
manipulation to 3-D teleconferencing,
enabling students to participate
in a major archeological dig in
Tiwanaku, Bolivia.
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SYNTHECOLOGY

VERB FOR SHOE
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INTERACTIVE ONE-TOUCH
AND DEDICATED SHORTRANGE COMMUNICATIONS

MOTOFUTURE PROJECT

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT CHICAGO AND APPLIED
INTERACTIVES
If you’ve always wanted to check out
VR and still haven’t, here’s your chance.
In Synthecology, high-resolution
graphics are projected onto a screen,
then viewed through motion sensor–
equipped goggles. As you move
in front of the display, the goggles’
perspective adjusts to make you feel
immersed in a virtual world.

MOTOROLA
Living life from home to car, car to
work, and back again involves a lot
of repetitive tasks, especially in
communications. Motorola automates
all that with a line of devices for car,
home, and everywhere in between.
Push to talk, push to view, push to call
up applications; One-Touch cuts down
on dialing, simplifies picture taking,
and streamlines Internet access from
anywhere in the world. The “simplify”
ethos continues with DSRC, using
mesh networking that boosts cell
phone signals on the backs of
other DSRC-enabled cars. No more
dropped calls. Engine light suddenly
come on? Motorola DSRC allows
your car to automatically contact the
mechanic for a real-time diagnosis.

COMMUNICATION

WIRED
NEXTFEST

VECTRASENSE TECHNOLOGIES
If Maxwell Smart were a P.I. today,
he’d be wearing this sneaker. The Verb
for Shoe sports a Magellan OS,
a 2.4-gigahertz wireless modem, and
an optional fitness software package.
Every 15 milliseconds, the shoe’s
onboard motion sensor adjusts the
air bladder in the sole for changing
activities. An extra 128k of memory
covertly – and stylishly – carries files
out of the office.

MOTOROLA
The future of mobile communications
awaits your touch in this exhibit
featuring the latest cutting-edge
Motorola phones, as well as Oakley
and Burton wearable Bluetooth
products. Motorola’s RAZR V3,
SLVR V8, and PEBL V6 phones all
boast super-sleek, sexy styling in
radically smaller, lighter casings that
somehow manage to incorporate the
latest in MPEG-4 video, MP3 audio,
and Bluetooth convenience. Bluetooth
means hands-free wireless communication when you’re snowboarding,
rock climbing, or skateboarding in
Oakley’s new Bluetooth-enabled
sunglasses, or Burton’s Bluetoothenabled beanies, helmets, and
jackets. Look, ma, no hands!
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VIDEO CALLING BETWEEN
OJO AND 3G HANDSET

MOTOROLA
Play with some of the cool technology
seen in the TV series 24 at Motorola’s
Ojo Personal Video Phone exhibit.
An elementary setup combined with
the smartest video codecs in the world
means easy-to-use yet vivid faceto-face conversations with friends,
relatives, or business clients anywhere
in the world. Can you see me now?
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EVERYDAY RF

MOTOROLA
Motorola demonstrates a smarter
future with a line of smart, RF-enabled
everyday products, like keys that can’t
get lost or a refrigerator that reports
problematic temperature rises. Radio
frequency (RF) signals from attachable
Motorola products will allow appliances
and other items with stored information
to communicate with household networks,
setting that information free. May the
education begin.
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OUR SPONSORS

WIRED NEXTFEST THANKS

PRESENTING SPONSOR

PAVILION SPONSORS

SPONSORS

GM
THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION

HILTON GARDEN INN
OFFICIAL HOSPITALITY SPONSOR

MOTOROLA
THE FUTURE OF COMMUNICATION

XEROX
OFFICIAL IMAGING SPONSOR

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
THE FUTURE OF SECURITY

THE SCIENCE CHANNEL
AND COMCAST
OFFICIAL BROADCAST SPONSORS

PFIZER
THE FUTURE OF HEALTH

T-MOBILE
OFFICIAL WI-FI SPONSOR

YAHOO!
THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT

THE FUTURE OF EXPLORATION
PRESENTED IN ASSOCIATION WITH
NASA

CHICAGO TRIBUNE
OFFICIAL CHICAGO MEDIA PARTNER

FLAVORPILL
OFFICIAL DIGITAL MEDIA PARTNER

DOS EQUIS
OFFICIAL BEER SPONSOR
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CHICAGO CHILDREN’S MUSUEM

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CHICAGO MATH & SCIENCE INITIATIVE

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
MCCORMICK

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

GEN ART

PROJECT EXPLORATION

SPECIAL THANKS

WIRED NEXTFEST AFFILIATES

WIRED NEXTFEST COMMUNITY HOSTS
_Adam Fendelman
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_Anne Rashford
Museum of Science and Industry
_Bruce Montgomery
Technology Access TV
_Caroline O’Boyle
Chicago Park District
_Cassie K. Veatch
Chicago Convention and Tourism
Bureau
_Cheryl Hughes
Mayor’s Office of Special Events
_Chris O’Brien
Mayor’s Technology Council Advisers
(MTCA)
_Christine Mason
Adexs, Inc.
_Conor Barnes
Project Exploration
_Craig Solomon
Chicago Board of Education
_Cynthia Woods
Illinois Association of School Boards
_Dan Lyne
World Business Chicago
_David Mosena
Museum of Science and Industry

_Deborah Strauss
IT Resource Center
_Doug Dvorak
Chicago Convention and Tourism
Bureau
_E. Dante Hamilton
Internet Webpages Newspaper, Inc.
_Elizabeth Clements
FermiLab
_Ellen Woods
Illinois Institute of Technology
_Gabrielle Lyon & Dr. Paul Sereno
Project Exploration
_Howard Solomon
Ruder-Finn
_Ian Robertson
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company
_Jason Felger
Chicagoland Entrepreneurial Center
_Jerry Roper
Chicago Chamber of Commerce
_Joel Berez
MIT Enterprise Forum
_John Buchanan
Chicago Wise Guide
_John Conrad
iBIO
_John Manley
MarketForward

_Kapil Chaudhary
Chicagoland Entrepreneurial Center
_Karla Loring
Museum of Contemporary Art
_Kelly O’Brien
Gen Art
_Ken Waagner
Smartley-Dunn Solutions, Ltd.
_Kevin Kutz
Burson-Marsteller
_Kristian Hammond
Northwestern University, Department
of Computer Science
_Kurt Haunfelner
Museum of Science and Industry
_Leah Weatherspoon
Chicago Children’s Museum
_Lew Collens
Illinois Institute of Technology
_Matt Woodburn
Gen Art
_Michael Orlove
Department of Cultural Affairs
_Mike Lach
Chicago Public Schools – Medill
Professional Center
_Nathan Carris
iBIO

_Paul Battaglia
Slack Barshinger
_Paul Hatch
TEAMS Design, IDSA
_Peter Holstein
Romanek Properties
_Rich Moskal
City of Chicago – Mayor’s Film
Office
_Robin Johnson
Second City
_Ron Kovach
KDC Design
_Sam Jennings
Prince’s Web Master
_Scott Murphy
The Tech Therapist
_Sean Murdoch
NanoBusiness Alliance
_Tim Copeland
L&P Studio
_Timothy I. Morrison, Ph.D.
Illinois Institute of Technology
_Timothy Osgood
Intercon Solutions
_Tom Lynch
Chicago Park District
_William K. Barnett, Ph.D.
The Field Museum
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SPECIAL WIRED NEXTFEST THANKS
_The Honorable Richard M. Daley
Mayor of Chicago
_Abbey Greensfelder, Adam Stewart
and Allan Butler
Discovery Channel
_Ad Airlines
_Alex Constantinople and Robyn Trani
GE
_Alexander Rose
Long Now Foundation
_Allan Cameron
Carl Hayden Community High School
_Allison Rao LaVigna
Focus Merchandising
_Amy Reardon
A&R Partners
_Andrew Schwartz
Card & Party Warehouse
_Barbara Basney, Bill McKee and
Dan Bruck
Xerox Corporation
_Benjamin Niles and Bill Meisenzahl
Plow Productions
_Brenda Berman
Columbia College
_Brian Ulrich
_Bruce Calkins and Paul Moller
Moller International
_Christine Mason
Adexs, Inc.
_Cynthia Woods
Illinois Association of School Boards
_Dan Lyne
World Business Chicago
_David Ewing Duncan
Author,The Geneticist Who Played
Hoops With My DNA
_David Gallo
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
_David Mosena, Anne Rashford
and Kurt Haunfelner
Museum of Science and Industry

_David Salinger, Stephen Swanson,
John Featherstone, Justin Hersh and
Ernie Mariette
Delphi Productions
_Deb Bernardini
dbmpr (deb bernardini marketing
& public relations)
_Deborah Strauss
IT Resource Center
_Demetria Lopez
Chicago Signature Services
at Navy Pier
_Doug Dvorak and Cassie Veatch
Chicago Convention and Tourism
Bureau
_Ellen Barry
Metropolitan Pier and Exposition
Authority
_Ellen Woods
Illinois Institute of Technology
_Gabrielle Lyon and Conor Barnes
Project Exploration
_Dr. Giorgio Rizzoni
Ohio State University
_Hanna Signer
Spring Restaurant
_Ian White
_Jake Nickell
Threadless.com
_Jam Productions
_Jason Felger
Chicagoland Entrepreneurial Center
_Jason Ribando
Avista Studios, Inc.
_Jean Oligario and Omar Albertelli
Motorola
_Jeff Tweedy
_Jim Garvin, Nora Normandy,
David DeFelice and Jim Hull
NASA
_Jim Law, Cheryl Hughes,
Michael Segobiano and Mary Slowik
City of Chicago

_Julie Shinnick and Nancy Dussault
iRobot
_Karina Salenieks and Marc Giannettino
Chicago Tribune
_Kelly Debaz and Casey Tomassence
Rock Bottom Bar & Grill
_Kelly Colgan, Eileen Hurley and
George Mazzarri
Navy Pier
_Kelly Ryan O’Brien
Gen Art
_Ken Waagner
Smartley-Dunn Solutions
_Kristian Hammond
Intellext
_Larry Burns, Ken Stewart,
Debra Ciccone, and Jim Swinson
GM
_Leah Weatherspoon
Chicago Children’s Museum
_Lee Nelson
Platon Graphics
_Lee Simmons
_Linda Bennett
Yahoo!
_Lois Weisberg and Michael Orlove
City of Chicago Department of
Cultural Affairs
_Mark Bilker
Burton Imaging
_Mark Nogal
Hilton Garden Inn
_Michael Altenberg
Bistro Campagne & Campagnola
_Michael Hoff, Chris Valentini and
Laura Buckley
Michael Hoff Productions
_Michael Lach
Chicago Math & Science Initiative,
CPS
_Michael Landrum, Maria Oharenko
and Bruce Bartels
Northrop Grumman

_Nathan Curris
iBio
_Patrick Laflamme Duval
Mindball
_Paul Lundahl and Ikuko Koyayashi
eMotion Studios
_Pete Thompson, Mark Bolger,
Mike Selman, Jeff Myer, Kelly Stowers,
Johanna Polit and John Paul
T-Mobile
_Dr. Peter Corr, David Clay, John Swen,
Jennifer Triverio, Darcy Harrison
and James Cecil
Pfizer
_Rick Bayliss
Frontera Grill
_Rob Innes
Innespace
_Robert Patterson and Amy Chaffee
The Growing Connection
_Robert Prohaska and Sarah Opple
Sofitel
_Robin Johnson
Second City
_Ron Kovach
KDC Design
_Sascha Lewis
Flavorpill
_Steve Burns and Eliza Booth
The Science Channel
_TJ Snyder, Christine Weil, Devon
Corvasce, and Lindsay Schaeffer
ZENO Group
_Tom Piette
Segway of Chicago
_Tony Margherita and Ben Levin
Tony Margherita Management
_Toufic Chahin and Eliana Sur
WIRED NextFest
_Vivian Rosenthal, Adam Dayem,
Ahm Chandawanich, Marlon
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The Chicago Public Schools and the Chicago Math & Science Initiative
welcome WIRED NextFest to Chicago.
WIRED NextFest provides the spark and momentum that will captivate
today’s students so they can become tomorrow’s scientists, inventors,
and leaders.
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This 10,000 sq ft area of WIRED NextFest invites you to truly experience
and “test-drive” a selection of the latest products and technologies that
are or will soon be commercially available.

Dyson first changed the way vacuums
vacuum, and now has changed the
way you vacuum. DC15 The Ball™
is a revolutionary vacuum cleaner with
maximum maneuverability to “drive”
around all the obstacles in your home.
Dyson replaced the traditional wheels
with The Ball™ patented technology,
allowing it to twist and turn like no
other vacuum.
www.dyson.com

Hilton Garden Inn® transforms the
hotel experience with the 72-footlong, 67,000-pound Evolution
Solution Express™, showcasing the
Garden Sleep System™ by VSS Sleep
Systems™, the Herman Miller Mirra™
chair, a 26" Philips flat-screen highdefinition TV, and an innovative clock
that plays a guest’s MP3 or portable
CD player.
www.hiltongardeninn.com

The Segway® Human Transporter
makes transportation fun again. Come
see the new 2005 models, featuring
exciting new colors and styles, together
with extended-range capability. The
Segway HT offers solutions for off-road
terrain and golf, as well as for timesaving business applications. You’ve
never had as much fun on two wheels
as you will on a Segway HT!
www.segwayofChicago.com

The revolutionary Senseo® coffee pod
system brews one or two cups of
full-bodied coffee with a one-of-a-kind
frothy coffee layer, in less than a minute.
Senseo®, coffee that feels as good as
it tastes!™
www.senseo.com

It’s a luxury. A necessity. A new definition
of happiness. A puller of 0.9 lateral Gs.
A combination of advanced engineering
and a top-down, wide-open, ever-changing
view. A true modern classic. Introducing
the Saturn SKY. The joy ride begins
now, at the Saturn SKYdome.
www.saturn.com/sky

The Sonos™ Digital Music System lets
you play all your digital music, all over
your house – and control it all from the
palm of your hand. All you need is a
Sonos™ ZonePlayer and speakers in
the rooms of your choice and a wireless,
full-color Sonos™ Controller in hand.
www.sonos.com

TEST DRIVE

TEST DRIVE
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www.nextfest.net

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE

